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DIRECT ACTION WILL GET THE GOODS

"I am going to speak to the motor car workers.

The strike is on in the sheets and the factories. The massigi press declares that W. F. O. (Organized Mutual Aid) Railroad Labor in Detroit, Mich. The judge imposed a fine of $500, which was later doubled on appeal. Judge John Fisher, John Wood and Charles Smith, of those who had managed the strike, were arrested for obstructing the public business. There were others who took part in the same. All were bailed out and ledman was bailed by the police.

The arrest was arranged in court last week to take the car. The men thereof were injured. Tom Watson, of the Western Auto Car Company, a stableman, was arrested for assisting the judge. The judge then dismissed the suit. The assault was an attempt by the police to prevent the judge from leaving the city. The judge then ordered the police to arrest the driver and the judge was released.

Three men were arrested in the Scientific Strike of Labor for attempting to elect a new police force. The counties were under the jurisdiction of the judge.

Following the arrest of Ledman for the judge, the police were arrested for injuring the men of the Scientific Strike. The judge then ordered the police to arrest the driver and the judge was released.
INDUSTRIAL WORKER

TRANSLATED NEWS

INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN OF THE I.W.W.

Transport Workers' Congress.

The International secretory, Jacob, of Deu-

cember 1917, announced that a meeting of the

different organizations for the next sessions

in February of 1918, would be held at New York.

The Congress was held in New York on

June 20, as was decided before, but it

failed to make any decision on the matter,

despite the fact that the I.W.W. was

represented by two delegates.

The Congress did not adopt a resolution

on this question, but it did pass a

motion calling for a further discussion of

the question at the next meeting.

The I.W.W. delegates were:

Bard, of the I.W.W. of Canada;

Sovran, of the I.W.W. of Mexico;

Melrose, of the I.W.W. of the United

States; and

Jacob, the I.W.W. international

secretary.

The Congress adjourned without

taking any action.

TAKING A TIP FROM THIS

You, impatient millionaire, what have you

for your purpose and your pride?

You think that you are

worth a hundred dollars just

because you own a horse;

I, a poor man, who

have nothing but my

intelligence, have more

value than you, and yet you

care not for me.

You, who

are so proud, do you think

that I am thinking of you?

No, I am not.

I am thinking of

the millions of poor people

who are hungry and

cold.
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The Military Ideal

Men Locked Out
Scotland, Canada
Forty-eight hours of taciturnity on the part of the federal government officials and Railway Labor Board officials has brought in its train a national railway lockout. The strike is of vast proportions. It is estimated that over a million people are directly affected by the stoppage of the country's lifeline. The situation is serious and the government has declared a state of emergency.

Mother Jones Reacts
Political Scandal
One hundred men were arrested on April 30 at Los Angeles under the leadership of the Los Angeles County Co-operative League. The order of the court was that the defendants were being held to answer the charge of violating the Anti-Trust Act.

The Shames of Hotel Kitchens
In the hotel kitchen, the atmosphere is filled with the odors of burning fat and the grime of endless cleaning. The gleaming of silver and the sheen of dishes are the only signs of cleanliness. The workers toil away at their tasks, never stopping for a moment.

Philippline Notes
The all-strippers are standing firm. A Labor Department investigation has been conducted on the company's activities. The workers are willing to accept a decrease in hours of work, but not in wages. Meanwhile, the company is still in negotiations with the strikers. The company is seeking to break the workers' resolve by offering them higher wages.

A Dose of Craft Unionism
Factory conditions are abysmal. The workers are forced to work in unsafe environments. The company has been paying the workers a mere fraction of what they are worth. What is more, the workers are often subjected to verbal and physical abuse by their supervisors.

Blood and Still More Blood
Another victim of the bloody conflict has been added to the list. A young employee, a victim of the recent violence, died in hospital after being shot.

Plenty Good Enough Wages
G. W. White, successor-counsel of the United Mine Workers of America, recently said: "If we can rid the coal centers of the scab and the strike, we can rid the coal centers of the human beings also, and we can rid the coal centers of the wage slugholes."

Mr. Block

The street cars are now again taking strikes. The workers are reported as being in a very serious condition. They have not been paid their wages for many weeks, and are now on the verge of a major strike.

To Construction Workers
Fellow Workmen: It is an aggregation of arrangements that you have made for your work and your industry. You have made these arrangements for the betterment of your work and your industry. Your work is important, and you should be proud of having made these arrangements.